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19 Abstract

20

21 Dispersal limitation has been recurrently suggested to shape both macroecological patterns and 

22 microevolutionary processes within invertebrates. However, because of potential interactions 

23 among biological, environmental, temporal, and spatial variables, causal links among flight-related 

24 traits, diversification, and spatial patterns of community assembly remain elusive. Integrating 

25 genetic variation within species across whole insect assemblages, within a simplified spatial and 

26 environmental framework, can be used to reduce the impact of these potentially confounding 

27 variables. Here we used standardised sampling and mtDNA sequencing for a whole-community 

28 characterisation of the beetle fauna inhabiting a singular forested habitat (laurel forest) within an 

29 oceanic archipelago setting (Canary Islands). The spatial structure of species assemblages together 

30 with species-level genetic diversity was compared at the archipelago and island scales for 104 

31 winged and 110 wingless beetle lineages. We found that wingless beetle lineages have (i) smaller 

32 range sizes at the archipelago scale, (ii) lower representation in younger island communities, (iii) 

33 stronger population genetic structure, and (iv) greater spatial structuring of species assemblages 

34 between and within islands. Our results reveal that dispersal limitation is a fundamental trait driving 

35 diversity patterns at multiple hierarchical levels by promoting spatial diversification and affecting 

36 the spatial configuration of entire assemblages at both island and archipelago scales.
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37 Introduction   

38

39 Dispersal ability, in particular flight capability, plays a key role in the diversification and evolution 

40 of species, as it enables species to disperse in search of mates, food, and new habitats, and to escape 

41 predators [1–4]. However, flight is also an energetically costly and risky activity [3], and functional 

42 wings have been repeatedly lost or reduced across the tree of life, most notably within beetles, due 

43 to both spatial and ecological causes [2,4,5]. For many insect lineages, wing loss has an important 

44 impact on their dispersal potential, since the loss of flight ability means a dispersal limitation for 

45 distances greater than a few hundred metres [3]. This raises the question of how dispersal limitation 

46 might shape ecological and evolutionary patterns at both community and intraspecific levels. 

47 Within beetles, limited dispersal ability is suggested to constrain species geographical range sizes 

48 (e.g. [6,7]), mediate disequilibrium between species distributions and climatic conditions (e.g. [8]), 

49 promote stronger spatial community structure (e.g. [9]), and generate steeper latitudinal richness 

50 patterns among dispersal limited lineages (e.g. [10,11]). Similarly, within insect species, it has been 

51 shown that dispersal reduction may enhance geographical structuring and diversification (e.g. [12–

52 15]), due to limitations to individual movement and gene flow among isolated populations, 

53 potentially leading to higher molecular evolutionary [16] and speciation [14] rates.

54 There is a suite of traits potentially making up the dispersal potential of a species. Due to the 

55 scarcity of empirical data on insect dispersal ability, different biological, ecological, and/or 

56 morphological traits have been used as surrogates of insect dispersal potential. These include habitat 

57 occupancy [17,18], physiological tolerances [19,20], body size [21,22], and presence/morphology 

58 of functional wings [23]. Functional wings are a morphological trait essential to flight [3], and thus 

59 the presence of functional wings is expected to play a fundamental role in species dispersal 

60 potential. To test the hypothesis that flightlessness promotes allopatric speciation and higher species 

61 richness, Ikeda et al. [14] applied a population genetic approach comparing flight-capable and 

62 flightless lineages, finding general support for this hypothesis. However, there is still limited 

63 evidence for a causal link among flight-related traits, diversification, and spatial patterns of 

64 community assembly due to potential interactions among biological, environmental, temporal or 

65 spatial variables [5,18]. Thus, studies are required where other variables (mostly niche-based) are 

66 controlled for. In this context, islands, and in particular specific insular habitats present across 

67 archipelago settings, offer a useful framework for comparative analyses between flighted and 

68 flightless lineages. Islands are suggested to have high proportions of flightless species [5], thus 
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69 facilitating such comparative analyses. They also present discrete geographical entities, which in 

70 some circumstances may serve as natural replicates, or ecological and evolutionary time series [24–

71 26].

72 In the present study, we evaluate the potential effect of dispersal limitation on allopatric 

73 diversification comparing across a large number of winged and wingless lineages within a shared 

74 landscape of forest habitat. We examine beetle assemblages from laurel forests of the Canary 

75 Islands, which allows us to minimise potential confounding effects associated with differential 

76 habitat availability, habitat connectivity, or other habitat-specific biological traits. Without 

77 considering the limited and degraded remnants of Gran Canaria, laurel forests are found on four of 

78 the seven Canary Islands, allowing for comparisons both within and among geographically 

79 independent areas. We applied a standardised field survey and molecular identification protocol to 

80 sample 25 laurel forest sites across four islands, where samples were sorted to parataxonomic units 

81 (PU), and up to four individuals for each PU within each sampling site were sequenced for a region 

82 of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). To compare dispersal history among lineages across an 

83 equivalent time frame, we defined lineages of maternal dispersal history (LMDH) by applying a 

84 conservative maximum intraspecific divergence threshold. This approach yielded a total of 104 

85 winged and 110 wingless lineages, which were used to compare diversity patterns at both lineage 

86 and assemblage levels in order to test if dispersal limitation acts as a fundamental trait constraining 

87 beetle diversity patterns at multiple biological and spatial scales. Specifically, we predict that 

88 wingless beetle lineages will (i) have smaller range sizes, (ii) be less represented in younger islands 

89 communities, (iii) have stronger population genetic structures and thus, (iv) present more spatially 

90 structured species assemblages at multiple scales. 

91

92

93 Materials and Methods

94

95 Field sampling 

96 A total of 25 sites of 50m x 50m were sampled within laurel forests across four of the Canary 

97 Islands: Tenerife (12), La Gomera (7), La Palma (4), and El Hierro (2) (Fig. 1, Table S1). Field sites 

98 were chosen based on the size and distribution of laurel forest on each island, state of preservation, 

99 and accessibility. A standardised sampling protocol (modified from COBRA [27]) combining pitfall 

100 traps, leaf litter-sifting, foliage beating, vegetation sweeping, and active searching [see [28] for 

101 details] was applied to each site. Sampling was carried out from 2012 to 2017, sampling adult 
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102 beetles between the months of November to May, corresponding to optimal insect activity in the 

103 laurel forest associated with high humidity.

104

105 Selection of specimens and mtDNA sequencing

106 Samples were preserved in 100% ethanol at -20°C, and sorted to parataxonomic units (PUs). PUs 

107 are estimations of species as discrete morphological entities based on external morphology only 

108 [28]. PUs were defined for each sampling site, and four specimens per PU and site (less if fewer 

109 than four were sampled) were selected for DNA extraction and sequencing. PUs were assigned 

110 provisional taxonomic identifications to species level where possible, otherwise to genus or family 

111 level, based on the authors entomological knowledge or assisted with the use of taxonomic 

112 literature and a reference collection of Canary Island beetles. 

113 DNA extractions were carried out using a chelex protocol [29], using either single legs, 

114 several legs, head and pronotum, or the entire individual for extraction, depending upon specimen 

115 size. In contrast to Emerson et al. [28], beetle PUs were amplified for an approximately 824 bp 

116 region of the mtDNA COI gene using the primers SPatR and Jerry [30]. PCR reaction conditions 

117 were as follows: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 42-

118 53°C for 30 s, and 70°C for 1 min, and a final extension of 72°C for 10 min. 1-3 μl of either pure or 

119 diluted (1/10 or 1/100) DNA extract was amplified with 24-22 μl of PCR mix (for a total volume of 

120 25 μl), comprised of 17.65 μl (or less to adjust the final volume) of water, 2.5 μl of 10x NH4 buffer 

121 (Bioline), 1 μl of 50 mM MgCl2 (Bioline), 1 μl of 2.5 mM dNTPs (Bioline), 0.5 μl of BSA (20 

122 mg/ml), 0.63 μl of each primer (10 μM), and 0.1 μl of Taq polymerase (BIOTAQ). PCR products 

123 were sequenced using the Sanger DNA sequencing service of Macrogen (www.macrogen.com) 

124 with either the forward or reverse primer, or both primers in the event of insufficient read length 

125 from a single primer. Sequences were then edited in Geneious version 10.2.6 (www.geneious.com).

126

127 MtDNA lineages for the estimation of dispersal history

128 As our interest is to test for relative dispersal-related differences between flight capable and 

129 flightless lineages, we defined lineages of maternal dispersal history (LMDH) using mtDNA 

130 sequences. To establish a conservative maximum intraspecific divergence threshold to minimise the 

131 probability of a given biological species being assigned to more than one LMDH, we used data 

132 from Hendrich et al. [31]. From this dataset of 3,514 European beetle species, we used 693 species 

133 for which eight or more individuals were sequenced, from which we inferred 8% divergence 
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134 (Kimura two-parameter, K2P) to be a conservative LDMH threshold, as only 0.6% of all species 

135 exceed this value, all of which are suggested to represent morphologically cryptic species [31]. A 

136 custom R script was used to (i) produce an UPGMA tree from pairwise K2P distances using an 

137 alignment of all sequences from all PUs, then (ii) create individual alignments for all lineages 

138 exceeding the 8% threshold. LMDHs may thus represent different stages of the speciation process, 

139 from single panmictic species, through to geographically structured species, incipient species and 

140 species complexes, and ultimately different closely related species, which may or may not be 

141 taxonomically diagnosable. Thus, the issue of species-level taxonomic identity is of limited 

142 importance within the context of our objectives. 

143

144 Flight ability assignment

145 For each LMDH, two categories of flight ability were assigned: (i) wingless, where individuals 

146 present atrophied or no wings, and (ii) winged, where well-developed wings are present. Flight 

147 polymorphic lineages were considered as winged, as they are able to disperse at the lineage level, 

148 even if not at the level of all individuals. Information about the development of wings for each 

149 LMDH was obtained by bibliographic searches (Table S2). In the case of taxa with no bibliographic 

150 reference material, or those LMDHs of uncertain taxonomy, wing morphology was examined under 

151 a stereomicroscope.

152

153 Lineage richness and proportion of wingless lineages in beetle assemblages

154 Both the total number (total richness) and the proportions of wingless/winged LMDHs were 

155 calculated across the archipelago and at the island scale. Given that estimates of total richness 

156 within islands could be impacted by island size, and confounded by the different number of 

157 sampling sites within islands, for subsequent analyses LMDH richness was estimated and compared 

158 per sampling site (local richness). Local richness estimates between wingless and winged 

159 assemblages were compared with a Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test in R version 3.6.1 (wilcox.test 

160 function with samples paired by sampling site from stats R package), except for El Hierro where 

161 only two sites were sampled. Finally, we evaluated the extent to which flightlessness limits long-

162 distance colonisation of new areas, by comparing local richness for total (combined wingless and 

163 winged), wingless and winged lineages among islands, with a Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test and 

164 Dunn's test of multiple comparisons with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction in R version 3.6.1 

165 (kruskal.test and dunnTest functions from stats and FSA R packages, respectively). The islands of 

166 La Palma and El Hierro have maximum subaerial age estimates of 1.7 million years (my) and 1.1 
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167 my, respectively, notably younger than the neighbouring islands of Tenerife (11.9 my) and La 

168 Gomera (9.4 my) [32]. In this scenario, dispersal limitation may have conditioned the pool of 

169 species colonizing the younger islands.

170

171 Occurrence patterns of winged and wingless lineages

172 To compare occurrence patterns for wingless and winged LMDHs, we evaluated (i) the number of 

173 islands and (ii) the number of sampling sites within each island, where each lineage was found, and 

174 significance was tested with a Wilcoxon rank sum test in R version 3.6.1 (wilcox.test function from 

175 stats R package). Additionally, proportions of wingless and winged LMDHs sampled in (i) more 

176 than one island at the archipelago scale and (ii) more than one sampling site within each island, 

177 were compared with the Pearson's Chi-squared test in R version 3.6.1 (chisq.test function from stats 

178 R package). 

179

180 Population genetic differentiation within winged and wingless lineages

181 Two measures of population genetic differentiation were estimated to quantify phylogeographic 

182 structure within LMDHs: GST which considers only allelic frequencies, and NST which takes into 

183 account genetic distances between alleles, thus incorporating a phylogenetic weight in the measure 

184 [33]. LMDHs sampled from a minimum of two populations and comprising more than three overall 

185 individuals were selected to estimate GST and NST: (i) within each island, considering sampling sites 

186 as populations, (ii) among islands, where islands are considered as a single site, and (iii) pairwise 

187 among islands, using Spagedi 1.4b [34] with 10,000 permutations and K2P distances. GST and NST 

188 values were compared between winged and wingless lineages both among islands and within 

189 islands using Wilcoxon rank sum tests in R version 3.6.1 (wilcox.test function, stats R package). 

190 Phylogeographic structuring within lineages was then evaluated by testing for significant 

191 differences from zero for GST and NST, and the proportions of phylogeographically structured 

192 wingless and winged lineages were compared both at the archipelago and island scales by applying 

193 the Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data (fisher.test function from stats R package). Differences in 

194 population structure between winged and wingless lineages between pairs of islands were also 

195 summarised graphically.

196

197 Beta diversity and distance decay of winged and wingless assemblages

198 Total beta diversity (Sorensen dissimilarity, βsor) and its additive turnover (Simpson dissimilarity, 

199 βsim) and nestedness (βsne) components [35,36] were explored at multiple spatial scales for winged 
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200 and wingless assemblages using the betapart R package [36]. In order to describe major spatial 

201 patterns of composition for winged and wingless assemblages across the archipelago, (i) the non-

202 metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination method (metaMDS function from the vegan R 

203 package; [37]) was applied to turnover matrices among sampling sites, creating plots with the 

204 ordispider option, and (ii) a permutational multivariate analysis of variance (Permanova) (adonis 

205 function from the vegan R package; [37]) was applied with 999 permutations and island as the 

206 grouping factor. Additionally, we investigated an alternative beta diversity partition for species 

207 replacement and richness difference components [38], using the BAT R package [39].

208 Distance decay describes how similarity in species composition between communities varies 

209 with geographic distance, thus representing the magnitude of spatial structuring [40]. In the absence 

210 of environmental gradients, the decay of assemblage similarity with spatial distance represents the 

211 probability of species reaching distant localities, which decreases due to their limited dispersal 

212 ability [9]. To estimate distance decay for wingless and winged assemblages, we used the function 

213 decay.model (betapart R package; [36]), with a negative exponential model (glm(formula = y ~ x, 

214 family = gaussian(link = log))) and similarity values from the turnover component of beta diversity 

215 (1 - pairwise turnover matrices), at both the archipelago and island scales (with the exception of El 

216 Hierro, which only has two sampling sites). Matrices were computed as Euclidean distances 

217 between the centroids of sampling sites, with a custom R function. The goodness of fit of these 

218 decay models was computed as pseudo-R2 = 1 - model deviance / null deviance. Significance was 

219 assessed by randomising spatial distances 1000 times and computing the proportion of times in 

220 which model deviance was smaller than the randomised model deviance. Analyses were run 

221 independently for wingless and winged assemblages, using R software version 3.6.1.

222 Additionally, to understand potential differences in beta diversity between wingless and 

223 winged assemblages, abundance-occurrence relationships were explored at both the archipelago and 

224 individual island scales. For each LMDH, abundances were calculated as the average across all 

225 islands (archipelago scale) or sampling sites (island scale) where the LMDH was sampled [41]. For 

226 occurrence, both (i) the number of islands where the LMDH was sampled divided by the total 

227 number of islands, and (ii) the number of sampling sites where the LMDH was sampled divided by 

228 the total number of sites within each island [41], was used for the archipelago and island scales, 

229 respectively. Then, linear regressions were applied, treating occurrence as the response variable and 

230 log transformed abundance as the predictor.

231
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232

233 Results

234

235 Field sampling and sorting into parataxonomic units  

236 A total of 44,331 adult individuals were collected from laurel forests of Canary Islands (Fig. 1, 

237 Table S1). Sampling methods presented marked variation in effectiveness, with 64% of all 

238 individuals sampled by pitfall traps, 17% by foliage beating and sweeping, 7% by leaf litter 

239 sampling, and 12% by active searching (aerial, under decaying trunks, dead wood and stones on the 

240 ground, and under bark, lichens and mosses on living trees; for description of sampling methods see 

241 [28]). A total of 685 PUs were established.

242

243 MtDNA sequencing and lineages of maternal dispersal history

244 A total of 5,328 individuals were selected for mtDNA sequencing, of which 4,678 yielded good 

245 quality sequences (a sequencing success rate of 87%), resulting in the establishment of 269 LMDHs 

246 across all islands. Ten LMDHs were excluded from further analysis as they were identified as 

247 introduced species, and a further 45 were excluded as it was not possible to assign wing state (i.e. 

248 no available bibliographic information and highly deteriorated material after DNA extraction). The 

249 final dataset comprised 214 LMDHs corresponding to 38 Coleoptera families (19 families including 

250 only winged LMDHs, 11 only wingless ones, and 8 including both winged and wingless LMDHs; 

251 Fig. S1). Further lineage details, including taxonomic identification, flight ability assignment, 

252 sampling, and associated DNA sequences, are available in Dryad (see Data Accessibility).

253

254 Lineage richness and proportions of wingless lineages in beetle assemblages

255 At the archipelago scale, local (per sampling site) lineage richness was highest for Tenerife (54 ± 9) 

256 followed by La Gomera (48 ± 10), La Palma (41 ± 3), and finally El Hierro (32 ± 1), with 

257 differences being significant (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 9.980, df = 3, P = 0.019). The 

258 proportions of wingless (51%) and winged (49%) LMDHs were similar, but proportions varied 

259 across sampling sites (Fig. 2A). While local richness of winged lineages was not significantly 

260 different among four islands (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 2.366, df = 3, P = 0.500), local richness 

261 of wingless lineages was significantly different (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 13.758, df= 3, P = 

262 0.003), with higher values in the oldest island of Tenerife (31 ± 6), followed by La Gomera (24 ± 

263 5), and then the youngest islands La Palma (17 ± 5) and El Hierro (13 ± 3) (Fig. 2C, Table S3, 

264 Table S4). However, only Tenerife showed significant differences with La Palma and El Hierro 

265 after multiple comparisons. At the island scale, local winged and wingless lineage richness varied 
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266 among islands with (i) higher local richness of wingless lineages in Tenerife, (ii) similar values for 

267 both groups in La Gomera, and (iii) lower local richness of wingless lineages in both La Palma and 

268 El Hierro, although differences were significant only for Tenerife (Fig. 2C, Table S3). 

269

270 Occurrence patterns of winged and wingless lineages

271 At the archipelago scale, the number of islands sampled for a given LMDH was significantly lower 

272 for wingless lineages (Fig. 2D, Table S5), and the proportion of wingless and winged lineages 

273 sampled on two or more islands was significantly different (Table S5). At the island scale, the 

274 number of sites for which a given wingless LMDH was sampled was higher than that for winged 

275 lineages within Tenerife, La Gomera, and El Hierro (but only significant in Tenerife), with similar 

276 values for both groups in La Palma (Fig. 2D, Table S5). In all islands, higher proportions of 

277 wingless lineages were sampled in two or more sampling sites, compared to winged lineages, but 

278 differences were only significant in Tenerife (Table S5).

279

280 Population genetic differentiation within winged and wingless lineages

281 Both GST and NST were higher for wingless compared to winged lineages, with significant 

282 differences for NST between winged and wingless lineages at both spatial scales, among islands and 

283 within three of the four analysed islands (the difference was marginally non-significant in El Hierro; 

284 Fig. 3B, Table S6). Significant differences for GST were only found within the islands of Tenerife 

285 and La Gomera (Fig. 3A, Table S6). A significantly higher proportion of wingless lineages were 

286 phylogeographically structured (GST and NST significantly higher than zero), compared to winged 

287 lineages, among islands and within Tenerife and La Gomera. Proportionately more wingless 

288 lineages were also phylogeographically structured within La Palma, but the difference was not 

289 significant, and significance could not be tested in El Hierro (Fig. 3CD, Table S7). Pairwise 

290 comparisons of GST and NST between islands (Fig. S2), indicate lower gene flow for wingless 

291 compared to winged lineages, most notably between El Hierro and the other islands.

292

293 Beta diversity and distance decay of winged and wingless assemblages

294 Turnover (βsim) was the largest component of total beta diversity (βsor) both at the archipelago scale 

295 and within islands (Table S8). At the archipelago scale, multi-site βsim was higher for wingless 

296 (0.626) compared to winged lineages (0.462). Both winged and wingless dissimilarity matrices 

297 across all sampling sites were highly and significantly explained by the island factor, indicating that 

298 variation for both wingless and winged communities is strongly structured by islands (Fig. 4). 

299 However, the explained variation for wingless assemblages across islands (represented by the 
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300 variance of turnover βsim matrix explained by the island grouping) was higher compared to that for 

301 winged lineages (76.5% vs 50.2% of explained variance respectively). At the island scale, wingless 

302 lineages tended to show lower overall turnover among sampling sites (Fig. 4, Table S8). Nestedness 

303 (βsne) showed no significant patterns across islands for both winged and wingless lineages (Fig. S3), 

304 although it was higher for wingless lineages within the islands of La Gomera, La Palma, and El 

305 Hierro (Table S8). All these results were consistent when considering the beta diversity partition 

306 proposed by Carvalho [38] (Fig. S4).

307 The negative exponential model significantly explained the decay in similarity with spatial 

308 distance among islands (P < 0.01), both for winged and wingless assemblages. The fit of the 

309 exponential decay model was better for wingless (pseudo-R2 = 0.658) compared to winged 

310 assemblages (pseudo-R2 = 0.385), and a steeper slope was also observed for wingless assemblages 

311 (slope = -0.009 vs slope = -0.003 for wingless and winged respectively) (Fig. 5A). At the island 

312 scale, the decay in similarity with geographic distance among sampling sites was significantly 

313 explained by the negative exponential model only for wingless assemblages within the islands of 

314 Tenerife (P < 0.01; Fig. 5B) and La Palma (P < 0.01; Fig. 5D). Winged assemblages showed non-

315 significant distance decays at the island scale (Fig. 5BCD). Positive abundance-occurrence 

316 relationships were found for both wingless and winged lineages at the island scale (Fig. S6). At the 

317 archipelago scale, only winged lineages showed a significant relationship.

318

319

320 Discussion  

321

322 Dispersal limitation and the geographic structuring of species assemblages and species-level 

323 genetic variation

324 Dispersal limitation may have consequences at the community scale, with the expectation that 

325 communities will become increasingly differentiated as lineage exchange among assemblages is 

326 reduced. Contrasting macroecological patterns among beetle taxa with different dispersal abilities 

327 have previously been reported, indicating dispersal capability may be a key factor determining 

328 global patterns of species richness and community assembly (e.g. [9,10]). Our results reveal clearly 

329 differentiated spatial patterns of diversity between winged and wingless assemblages. At the 

330 archipelago scale, wingless assemblages showed higher beta diversity, primarily mediated by 

331 lineage turnover βsim, as wingless lineages tend to occur on fewer islands, compared to winged 

332 lineages. Distance decay patterns for wingless lineages were also steeper and less dispersed, 
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333 compared to winged assemblages, showing that the heterogeneity in assemblage composition was 

334 more spatially structured in the former. While there is no significant difference in the local richness 

335 of winged lineages across islands, the oldest island of Tenerife presents significantly higher local 

336 richness of wingless lineages, pointing to a delayed colonisation of younger islands (La Palma and 

337 El Hierro) by wingless lineages and/or higher intra-island diversification of wingless lineages over 

338 time in the case of Tenerife. Overall, these patterns point to a fundamental role for dispersal 

339 limitation constraining the colonisation and movement of individuals within a discontinuous 

340 landscape. This is broadly consistent with the results of Soininen et al. [22], who examined the 

341 effects of dispersal on beta diversity using data from a range of organisms (bacteria, protists, fungi, 

342 plants, invertebrates, fish, amphibians, birds, and mammals), and concluded that total beta diversity 

343 and turnover were higher for passively dispersed taxa than for flying taxa. While Soininen et al. 

344 [22] emphasised the potential interactive effects from factors such as habitat and spatial extent 

345 impacting on their findings, our results using whole beetle communities inhabiting the same habitat 

346 within the same geographical setting, strengthen evidence for a primary role of dispersal limitation 

347 in structuring community assembly. 

348 At a lower hierarchical level of diversity, analyses of genetic variation across the archipelago 

349 also reveal that dispersal limitation constrains movement over evolutionary timescales, facilitating 

350 diversification within flightless lineages. Population structure as measured by NST (weighted genetic 

351 distance among haplotypes) was significantly higher for wingless lineages at both the archipelago 

352 and island scales. A similar pattern, albeit less pronounced, was also found for GST (unweighted 

353 genetic distance among haplotypes). This difference between NST and GST is consistent with Pons 

354 and Petit [33], who point out that NST will be more informative than GST, as haplotype variation is 

355 more efficiently used when ordered alleles are considered, leading to a more powerful test for 

356 genetic structure. Significant differences in NST between flightless and flighted lineages were 

357 observed both at the archipelago scale and within individual islands. These results indicate that 

358 restricted gene flow due to dispersal limitation drives higher genetic divergence in flightless 

359 lineages, building upon previous work suggesting that this may be a general rule, at least across 

360 arthropods [12–15]. 

361 While winged lineages tended to be distributed across more islands and have overall lower 

362 beta diversity at the archipelago scale, within islands they tend to be found in a lower number of 

363 sampling sites, driving higher intra-island turnover compared to flightless assemblages. This more 

364 patchy intra-island distribution of winged lineages could be associated to the lower local 

365 abundances of winged lineages found for most of the sampling sites (Fig. S5, Tables S9 and S10). 
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366 Indeed, a positive local abundance-occupancy relationship of the lineages is found for all islands 

367 (Fig. S6). In general, locally abundant species are expected to be geographically more widespread 

368 than those that are locally rare, leading to positive local abundance–occupancy relationships [42–

369 44]. Interestingly, at the archipelago scale, wingless species do not conform to such a relationship, 

370 reflecting the greater relevance of dispersal constraint at this scale. In addition to local abundance 

371 differences, a potentially higher degree of ecological specialisation for winged species, for example 

372 to host plants, could also contribute to more patchy intra-island distribution of these species [45]. 

373 An example is provided by the beetle genus Rhopalomesites, which was sampled for both a plant 

374 specialist (R. proximus) and generalist (R. persimilis) species [46], being winged and wingless 

375 respectively. Further ecological studies on the differential intra-island occurrence patterns of 

376 dispersive and dispersal-limited lineages are needed to clarify the potential mechanisms acting. 

377 Overall, our results comparing beetle assemblages within the same habitat and spatial setting 

378 point to a fundamental role for dispersal ability shaping the geographic structure of diversity, from 

379 species-level genetic variation to the level of whole communities. Because flightlessness is in many 

380 cases a conserved trait, even across complete beetle families, the influence of other biological traits 

381 (e.g. trophic level, size or metabolism) could also contribute to some extent to the contrasted 

382 patterns found. However, the broad phylogenetic and functional diversity of taxa included within 

383 the sampled wingless and winged groups (Fig. S1), and the consistent patterns found between 

384 wingless and winged lineages, even within single families (Fig. S7), strongly support dispersal 

385 limitation, in particular flightlessness, as a key trait shaping spatial patterns of species-level and 

386 community-level diversity.

387

388 Dispersal limitation and speciation

389 It has long been recognised that dispersal limitation should positively contribute to isolation by 

390 spatial distance, through reduced gene flow between populations [47–50]. Such a relationship may 

391 scale up to higher rates of neutral speciation within dispersal-limited lineages, where geographic 

392 isolation favours speciation by de novo mutation and random genetic drift [51]. Support for this has 

393 come from reductions in dispersal ability being associated with increased rates of speciation [14], 

394 although with some controversy as to whether differences in habitat, rather than dispersal ability per 

395 se, may be the causal mechanism [18]. By comparing wingless and winged lineages within the same 

396 habitat, our community-level approach provides compelling support for a general model where 

397 higher genetic differentiation among populations is favoured when dispersal is limited. However, a 
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398 potential relationship between population-level differentiation and geographic speciation also 

399 requires consideration of how species are distributed spatially.

400 Wingless lineages present higher differentiation among islands, consistent with the extreme 

401 physical barrier presented by continuous ocean between islands. Wingless lineages are 

402 unsurprisingly less able to cross the 28-113 km stretches of ocean that separate islands, and this is 

403 clearly reflected in our results, which provide support for higher rates of between island speciation 

404 for wingless compared to winged lineages. The same trend for higher diversification within 

405 wingless lineages is also observed within islands, but may differ in speciation outcomes as it can be 

406 explained by either isolation by distance [49,50,52] or isolation by resistance (due to geographic 

407 barriers or unfavourable environmental conditions; [53,54]). Within continuously distributed 

408 species, higher differentiation among populations will be associated with dispersal limitation, 

409 through the action of isolation by distance. This alone is unlikely to translate to higher rates of 

410 neutral allopatric speciation, as it does not involve geographic or climatic barriers to gene flow, 

411 only intrinsic limitations to gene flow. However, when species are distributed discontinuously due 

412 to landscape features or spatial variation in climate, intrinsic limitations to gene flow may exceed 

413 geographic distances between populations, thus providing the conditions for allopatric speciation 

414 driven by isolation by resistance. Our results demonstrate a relationship between dispersal 

415 limitation and the geographic structuring of genetic variation within species consistent with 

416 increased rates of speciation between islands for wingless lineages. However, understanding the 

417 speciation consequences of population genetic structuring from dispersal limitation within 

418 continuous terrestrial habitat will require testing against the null hypothesis of isolation by distance, 

419 by applying an approach that explicitly takes into account landscape features and climatic variations 

420 (e.g. [55,56]).

421

422 Conclusions

423 Causal links between specific dispersal-related traits, diversification, and the spatial configuration 

424 of assemblages are often difficult to establish. By exploring genetic-level and community-level 

425 structure for densely sampled assemblages of Coleoptera within a common and simplified spatio-

426 environmental framework, we provide support for a model where dispersal limitation has a 

427 pervasive impact on the diversification history of beetle lineages. This species-level influence in 

428 turn scales up to the spatial configuration of entire assemblages at different spatial scales. Despite 

429 its importance, estimating dispersal ability for insects is far from trivial, as empirical data on 

430 migration rates are extremely scarce. Here we show how the presence or absence of wings can be 
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431 used as a proxy for dispersal ability, and integrated within a community genetic context to 

432 understand how dispersal ability contributes to the spatial structuring of biodiversity. Wing related 

433 dispersal traits in other insect groups, such as wing length or size variation in butterflies [57,58], 

434 stoneflies and mayflies [59,60], and damselfies [61], or variation for dispersal related traits in non-

435 insect arthropods (e.g. ballooning in spiders), may provide similar opportunities to further explore 

436 the generality of our findings.

437
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647 Figures legends

648

649 Figure 1. Sampling sites within the laurel forests of the Canary Islands (Tenerife, La Gomera, La 

650 Palma and El Hierro). Sampling sites are labelled with three letter codes (see Table S8 for further 

651 details).

652

653 Figure 2. Lineage richness and occurrence for wingless (dark grey) and winged (light grey) beetle 

654 assemblages, at both the archipelago and island scales. (A) Proportions of lineages across sampling 

655 sites. (B) Total richness. (C) Richness per sampling site (local richness). (D) Lineage occurrence 

656 measured as the number of islands or sampling sites where each lineage was sampled. TF = 

657 Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = El Hierro. **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 for 

658 significant differences between wingless and winged lineages. ns = not significant differences. 

659 Letters represent significant differences of local richness among islands for wingless lineages.

660

661 Figure 3. Genetic structure for wingless (dark grey) and winged (light grey) beetle assemblages, at 

662 both the archipelago and island scales. (A) GST values. (B) NST values. (C) Proportion of lineages 

663 with GST significantly different from zero. (D) Proportion of lineages with NST significantly 

664 different from zero. AR = archipelago, TF = Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = 

665 El Hierro. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ns = not significant.

666

667 Figure 4. NMDS ordinations of both wingless and winged assemblages according to the turnover 

668 component (Simpson dissimilarity, βsim) of beta diversity across all sampling sites, grouping by 

669 island (TF = Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = El Hierro). R2 and significance 

670 (P) from the permutational ANOVAs (Permanova) over the community dissimilarity matrices are 

671 provided.

672

673 Figure 5. Distance decay of wingless and winged assemblage similarities (Simpson index, βsim) at 

674 both (A) the archipelago and (B, C, D) island scales. AR = archipelago, TF = Tenerife, LG = La 

675 Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = El Hierro. Pseudo-R2, significance (P) and slope are provided.
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Figure 1. Sampling sites within the laurel forests of the Canary Islands (Tenerife, La Gomera, La Palma and 
El Hierro). Sampling sites are labelled with three letter codes (see Table 1 for further details). 
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Figure 2. Lineage richness and occurrence for wingless (dark grey) and winged (light grey) beetle 
assemblages, at both the archipelago and island scales. (A) Proportions of lineages across sampling sites. 

(B) Total richness. (C) Richness per sampling site (local richness). (D) Lineage occurrence measured as the 
number of islands or sampling sites where each lineage was sampled. TF = Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = 

La Palma, and EH = El Hierro. **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 for significant differences between wingless and 
winged lineages. ns = not significant differences. Letters represent significant differences of local richness 

among islands for wingless lineages. 
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Figure 3. Genetic structure for wingless (dark grey) and winged (light grey) beetle assemblages, at both the 
archipelago and island scales. (A) GST values. (B) NST values. (C) Proportion of lineages with GST 

significantly different from zero. (D) Proportion of lineages with NST significantly different from zero. AR = 
archipelago, TF = Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = El Hierro. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 

***P < 0.001, ns = not significant. 
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Figure 4. NMDS ordinations of both wingless and winged assemblages according to the turnover component 
(Simpson dissimilarity, βsim) of beta diversity across all sampling sites, grouping by island (TF = Tenerife, 

LG = La Gomera, LP = La Palma, and EH = El Hierro). R2 and significance (P) from the permutational 
ANOVAs (Permanova) over the community dissimilarity matrices are provided. 
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Figure 5. Distance decay of wingless and winged assemblage similarities (Simpson index, βsim) at both (A) 
the archipelago and (B, C, D) island scales. AR = archipelago, TF = Tenerife, LG = La Gomera, LP = La 

Palma, and EH = El Hierro. Pseudo-R2, significance (P) and slope are provided. 
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